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OUR BUSINESS

solomonholmes
are
a
specialist firm of attorneys
offering advice exclusively
in employment law.

At solomonholmes, we believe
that in a complex regulatory
environment such as South Africa,
businesses require advice from
specialist attorneys who not only
have an in-depth knowledge of
their field, but are able to provide
practical and efficient solutions to
every day operational issues. We
offer our clients the benefit of a full
service employment law practice
from restraints of trade to wage
negotiations, strike management
to dismissal procedures – see our
services for more information.
As such you will find that the
attorneys
at
solomonholmes
have all had substantial practical
experience in business. We
understand the rigours of the
workplace and are able to provide
solutions to fit your changing
needs. Labour and employment
issues can often prove disruptive
to the conduct of normal business
and at solomonholmes we strive
to ensure our clients arrive at an
effective resolution with minimum
interruption to operations

sectors of the economy, from
mining to tourism, agriculture
to IT. Whatever your kind of
business we will be able to assist.
We have successfully advised
corporate clients during major
strikes involving large highly
unionised workforces. The firm
continues to represent corporate
clients in precedent-setting
litigation in both the Labour and
Labour appeal Courts.The firm
is highly regarded in its practical
and strategic advice provided
to Boards relating to Executive
restructures and dismissals.
Cost-effective legal advice
At solomonholmes we believe
that our client’s seek only the
best advice from highly skilled
professionalswho are able to
offer a hands on service. In
doing so, we make every effort
to avoid incurring unneccessary
overheads enabling us to provide
the best of advice at highly
competitive rates when compared
to our larger competitors.

Experience across all sectors
solomonholmes experience
and knowledge extends to all
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B-BBEE
LEVEL 1

B-BBEE LEVEL 1
CONTRIBUTOR

solomonholmes is committed to the principles of economic
transformation and is certifed as a B-BBEE Level 1 contributor.
With our level 1 status we are compliant with prescribed B-BBEE Codes
of Good Practice in respect of ownership, management control, skills
development, enterprise and supplier development and socio-economic
development. Some of the factors contributing to our B-BBEE scorecard
include:
x Significant investment in skills development and training of our
associate attorneys and candidate attorneys
x Preferential BEE procurement policies
x Socio economic development initiatives through selected B-BBEE
partners includng YES4YOUTH, DOMINO GROUP and KHULISANI
(see page 12).
With our Level 1 rating clients stand to benefit as they can claim 135%
of what they spend for their own scorecard (Level 1 contributors have a
135% procurement recognition level).
In addition our Level 1 status combined with our specialised skills and
experience underlines solomonholmes credibility as a leading firm of
employment law attorneys.
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OUR SERVICES

We provide clients with the full spectrum of professional legal services in employment law.

Our scope of work includes practical advice in
resolving day to day disputes, preparing for
litigation and appearing on behalf of clients before
courts and legaly constituted tribunals such as the
CCMA. Our advice and services extend to:
PROCEDURAL KNOWLEDGE
We believe that the successful resolution of
employment related issues often rests on the
proper application of due process. By failing
to follow proper procedure employers are
vulnerable to sizeable compensation awards. Our
intimate knowledge of the complex procedures
required in the application employment of
law matters ensures that clients remain within
the procedural requirements of the law.
UNIONS & COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
solomonholmes has extensive experience in
dealing with unionised corporates in the industrial
and mining sectors and can assist clients and
participate with them in union negotiations and
dealings. With solomonholmes, clients have the
confidence of pursuing their business strategies
while at the same time ensuring sustainable and
workable dealings with Trade Unions knowing what
is and is not legally permissible in union matters.
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INFORMATION & TRAINING
Solomonholmes makes it a priority to stay abreast
of developments in employment law and to
communicate these developments to clients. In
addition to regular updates, as part of our services, we
will facilitate and run training workshops on request
from clients or when changes to the law necessitate
RESTRUCTURING & RETRENCHMENTS
Solomonholmes are able to advise and guide
clients in any restructuring process as well as
provide professional counsel on the complex
retrenchment process.
PROCEEDINGS RELATING TO THE CONDUCT
OR PERFORMANCE OF EMPLOYEES
Misconduct
• Advice and management of dismissal
proceedings including chairing of disciplinary
hearings and pre dismissal arbitrations
• Representation at CCMA tribunals and Labour
Court referrals
Incapacity
• Advice and management of proceedings relating
to non-performance and ill health including the
chairing of such hearings
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• Representation at CCMA and Labour Court
referrals
Grievances
• Advice and Management of workplace grievance
• Chairing grievance hearings
Policy and Contractual Requirements
• Drafting, audit and advice on Employment
Contracts
• Drafting, audit and advice on Restraints of Trade
and Confidentiality requirements
• Drafting, audit and advice on Employment
Policies and Codes

CCMA
Solomonholmes can (and often does represent
clients in any dispute referred to the CCMA.
STRIKE MANAGEMENT
The firm has extensive experience in advising
clients on all legal issues in the event of a strike.
LABOUR COURT

MEDIATION & PRE-EMPTIVE RESOLUTION
Full dispute resolution services including:
• Chairing of private arbitration hearings
• Mediation of disputes
• Independent pre-dismissal advice
Solomonholmes recognize that in every instance
employment and industrial disputes are time
consuming, costly and non-productive. To
minimise any such disruption solomonholmes are
able to advise clients on how best to implement
workplace discipline in a fair, responsible and
efficient manner.
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solomonholmes represents its clients in all
aspects falling under the jurisdiction of the
Labour Court including urgent, review and action
proceedings.
DUE DILIGENCE
The expertise in solomonholmes makes us the
ideal partner in assessing employment related
risks relating to mergers and acquisitions. We
assist a number of Private Equity firms as part of
their routine due diligence exercises.
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OUR ATTORNEYS
ANTHONY SOLOMON
BA. LLB.
On completing his articles in 1990 Anthony specialised in Employment Law and was a practising
attorney for ten years. He then joined a listed entity in the food manufacturing sector, with a
complex, large and highly unionised workforce. As a Director Anthony was instrumental in initiating
a major restructuring of the Company including positive changes to the relationship between
Management and Union leaders. He gained invaluable experience in workforce restructuring,
retrenchments, strike action and closures. Anthony returned to private practise in 2011 where his
ongoing corporate exposure and legal expertise make him the ideal consultant, providing practical
solutions to a company’s Employment Law and Employee Relations requirements. Anthony is an
accredited mediator.

KATHLEEN HOLMES
B . S O C S C ; L L B . A DV AN C E D

D IP L OM A IN L ABOU R L AW

Kathleen Holmes is a practising attorney with over 22 years of experience in Employment Law
and Employee Relations. She completed her articles and worked at Adams and Adams in Pretoria
and specialised in Employment Law. From 1995 to 2012 she alternately worked or consulted for
Goldfields gaining invaluable experience in Industrial Relations within the mining sector. This
included mine health and safety and in particular accident investigations and disciplinary action
associated with accidents and serious safety transgressions. In addition she gained extensive
experience in section 189 and 197 processes, strike management and collective bargaining. She
also advised Goldfields during various rounds of wage negotiations, participated in external forums
including the Mining Councils and was involved in policy work. In 2012 she left Goldfields to resume
practicing for her own account. She has continued to provide legal advice primarily to the mining
sector. Kathleen has been granted an award by SASLAW in recognition of the pro bono work and
she has recently acted on a pro bono basis as a Judge in the LabourCourt. Her area of expertise
includes advice on individual dismissals, representations at the CCMA and the Labour Courts, the
managementof collective agreements and related structures with Unions, strike management,
policy work and training anddevelopment, restructuring oflarge organisations and section197
processes.

THERESA ACHADA
B .C O M . L L B
Theresa lectured law for two years at Rhodes University before entering private practice. Since
being admitted as an attorney in 2005, she has practiced exclusively in the field of employment
law.Theresa has a wide range of expertise and advises multinational companies, South African
corporate employers, and executive and senior employees extensively on a broad range of labour
law related issues. These include employment consequences of commercial transactions as well
as restructurings, dismissals, employment contracts, HR policies and procedures. Theresa also
offers training services to her clients and is a member of The South African Society for Labour Law
(SASLAW).
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JAYSON KENT
B.COM. LLB
Jayson Kent completed his articles and specialised in employment law. Before joining
solomonholmes, Jayson was a Senior Associate in the employment department of ENSafrica. He
specialises in all aspects of employment law litigation and represents clients in the Labour Appeal
Court, Labour Court, the CCMA, and a number of Bargaining Councils. Jayson advises clients on all
aspects of both collective and individual employment law. He has extensive experience in collective
bargaining disputes and strike law and has been involved in several reported Labour Court, Labour
Appeal Court and Constitutional Court cases which have developed various legal aspects of the
right to strike and collective bargaining. He advises clients on disciplinary and other employment
law issues, including disciplinary and performance hearings. He has advised clients in many largescale retrenchments and restructuring processes. He also advises clients on business transfers in
terms of section 197 and has conducted a number of due diligence exercises and employment law
compliance audits. Jayson has a particular interest restraints of trade and in conducting restraint of
trade litigation. He has presented workshops on management of strike action, internal disciplinary
hearings and managing poor performance, and other related topics. Jayson has acted for clients
in the following sectors: mining, banking, construction, pharmaceuticals and healthcare, aviation,
education, management consulting, automotive, retail, and manufacturing.

OUR ASSOCIATE ATTORNEYS
LUVUYO NOWAZALA
BA. LLB.
Luvuyo Nowalaza obtained his BA and LLB degrees at Wits University in 2007 and 2010 respectively.
After obtaining his LLB degree, he joined the Labour Court where he worked with various senior
Judges at the Labour Appeal Court until he was assigned to work with Judge Lagrange, Labour
Court permanent Judge in 2011. While working with Judge Lagrange, he also worked with various
permanent and acting judges. Mr Nowalaza was also appointed to be the member of the Legal
Committee of the Reserve Force Council until he was appointed as its Chairman in July 2017. He
has represented the Committee at the Confederation of International Reserve Officers (CIOR)
conferences in Denmark, Germany, Spain and Bulgaria. He left the Labour Court afterworking for
the Office of the Chief Justice for 9 years to do his articles with solomonholmes.

GERALDINE BOSCH
B.COM LLB.
Geraldine Bosch is an admitted attorney of the High Court of South Africa. Geraldine obtained
her B.Com Law and LLB degrees from the University of Johannesburg and was admitted as an
attorney of the High Court of South Africa in 2016. Geraldine specialises predominantly in labour
and employment law (including both individual and collective labour law) but also has experience
in general civil litigation.Geraldine has been involved in several reported Labour Court, Labour
Appeal Court and Constitutional Court Cases. She specialises in advising clients on employment
related issues such as dismissal, unfair labour practices, strikes, retrenchments etc. Geraldine has
experience in chairing and initiating disciplinary enquiries, negotiating settlements, appearing at the
CCMA on behalf of clients to argue preliminary points and drafting pleadings in the CCMA,Labour
Court and Labour Appeal Court.
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TEBOHO MOKOENA
LLB.
Born to an engineer and a mathematician, Teboho Mokoena has a calculated approach to his style
of practicing. Tebs graduated with his LLB degree from the University of South Africa in 2015. While
completing his articles and since his admission as an attorney of the High Court of South Africa in
2017 he has specialised in employment law. Tebs’ extensive experience and insight of collective
labour law places him as an ideal advisor to the firms large unionised employers. He finds great
pleasure in mediating practical solutions to collective disputes. Tebs also advises on the contractual
implications surrounding employment law scenarios. Tebs appears across employment law forums
including the CCMA, Bargaining Councils and the Labour Courts. In addition to his commitment to
his professional growth, Tebs is devoted to his family, including twin daughters.

OUR CANDIDATE ATTORNEY
HLONIPHILE SINGO
BA LLB.
Hloniphile graduated from Rhodes University with a BA (Law and Economics) degree and an LLB
degree, and has graduated with a LLM specializing in Labour Law from the University of Cape Town.
Hloniphile joined solomonholmes Attorneys Incorporated in January 2021 as an articled clerk.
She has an interest in collective labour law disputes, restraint of trade agreements, and dispute
resolution. Hloniphile is a member of SASLAW.
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OUR CLIENTS

solomonholmes is privileged to service leading large national and
multinational corporate employers across all sectors including;

Dell

Africa Healthcare

Bathroom Bizzare

CSIR

Easigas

Education
LabourRelations
Council

Egoligas

EQSTRA

Exxaro

Gauteng Growth
Development
Agency

Gijima

Lafarge Holcim

Land Bank

Metorex

Nexio

Promise Brand

RMB Ventures

Samancor

Sibanye Stillwater

TEBA Limited

Torre Industries

Tyme Bank

SMEC

Southern Africa
Tourism Services

Virbac
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Technologies

Siemens
Healthcare

Seriti

Yokogawa
South Africa
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CSI

Committed as we are to economic transformation we focus our endeavours
on activities which aim to bring the disadvantaged into the mainstream
economy. To this end we partner with organisations whose objective is to
provide the neccessary skills and resources to uplift those sections of our
community. These include

1

YES4YOUTH
YES4YOUTH is business-led collaboration that seeks out ground breaking ways, through innovation and technological best practice, to reignite
the economy and give youth a dignified first chance.
The YES4YOUTH 12-month quality work experience equips unemployed
youth with a toolkit to be a beacon of hope for their families, households
and communities. The CV & reference letter they get at the end of their
12-months gives them a 3 x greater chance of an interview call-back.
solomonholmes provides a monthly stipend to a number of YES4YOUTH
participants.

2

DOMINO BUSINESS
Domino Business is a group of companies established with the objective
of creating a significant market place presence whose goals are not only
economic, but to create jobs, develop people and have a meaningful
social impact.
solomonholmes provides financial support to Domino Business.

3

KHULISANI
solomonholmes have partnered with Khulisani, a 100% black female
owned organisation whose purpose is to make sustainable, impactful
investments into the lives of persons with a disability as well as
disadvantaged communities in South African society as a whole.
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CONTACT DETAILS
info@solomonholmes.co.za
+ 27 11 646 4235
Le Val Office Park
Ground Floor, South Block
45 Jan Smuts Avenue
Entrance off The Valley Road
Westcliff
Johannesburg
www.solomonholmes.co.za

